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This unit was created with this
guy in mind.  He has autism and
an intellectual disability.  He is a

non-reader and needs a lot of
help developing skills and

learning how to plan for the
future. With some support, he is
able to do this unit and enjoys

the challenge.   He is my tester!!



Health Insurance
Disability and Life
Insurance

This unit contains over 200
pages that will guide students
through:

1.
2.

The unit is separated into 2
files, one in color and one in
black and white.



Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



Health Insurance
Disability Insurance
Life Insurance
What is and is not covered
Why they are important and how expensive medical expenses can
be
Things that affect your premium

This unit covers:



Health Insurance
Disability and Life Insurance

There are 2 books with this unit.
They use photos and simple text
appropriate for older students.

1.
2.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are great

for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.
 

Tips on how to use in the unit!!
 



There are vocabulary cards
students will use every day for
a group activity.  There is also a
cut and paste activity.



health insurance
disability insurance
life insurance

errorless
wrong answers mixed in
that are set aside

There are 3 circle maps. 

Each circle map uses pictures
and comes in 2 versions:



healthy choices
reasons to go to a doctor
reasons to go to a
emergency room
things covered by health
insurance

There are 4 sorting activities:



To understand types of
insurance, students will  match
which insurance would cover
the incident, or none at all



To appreciate the value of
health insurance, students will
answer some questions about a
medical bill. There are 4
statements included.



There are large cards and
directions for playing a
"Who am I?" group activity.



Each week has 2 fill-in-the
blank worksheets that review
the main points from the book.

Answer keys included.



Sudoku puzzles comes in 2 sizes.
Students will have the
opportunity to work with new
vocabulary with 2 different
puzzles.



10 questions with 3 picture
choices for each question
cut out the answer choices
and glue them on index cards
traditional multiple choice

FINALLY the assessment!!  There
are 3 versions.  

     Answer key included.



 
 

15 days of lesson plans
Color version of activities
Black and white version of activities
Health Insurance (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Disability and Life Insurance (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Digital versions of activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:



 
 

This unit also has
digital activities. 
 There is a movie
version of the book
students can listen to
read aloud.



 
 

Great for review!!

The digital activities
have students mainly
click and drag their
answers. There is some
typing involved in the
set without
differentiation.



 
 

Perfect for any learning level

The second set of
slides is
differentiated using
color.  There is no
typing in this set of
slides.


